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Utagawa Hiroshige • The Moon Reflected • at the Iken Gallery

A major exhibition of works by 19th Century woodcut artist Utagawa Hiroshige, featured by the Iken Gallery, at the Iken Gallery, 7-1 Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

To find out more information, click here.

An exhibition of works by the master of the 19th Century woodcut art, Utagawa Hiroshige. This exhibition marks the first time that the entire works of Hiroshige will be shown in London, and is being held at the Iken Gallery.

Kotokudai Kataoka Performance now on at the Riverside Theatre

Don’t miss out on the opportunity to see this performance from one of the most important physical theatre companies in Japan.

For more information, click here.

Survey on Japanese Education Abroad 2006

The Japan Foundation has recently conducted a survey on overseas student education and institutions promoting Japanese language education around the world.

For further information about the results, click here.

The Japan Foundation at the 2007 Language Show

The JFLS organized a very successful Japan stand at the 2007 Language Show, at National Exhibition Centre (NEC), Birmingham, England.

For further information, click here.

‘A Love for Languages’ primary language conference

East Sussex recently held a language conference for primary and secondary teachers, The Japan Foundation was present with a language center and promotional information on our services.

For more information, click here.

Japan Studies: A Virtual Journal

3 UK Teachers Head to Japan on the Foundation’s Secondary School Teachers’ Study Tour!

Teachers from UK secondary schools are paying a trip to Japan as part of their tour with the Foundation.

For more information, click here.

JFnews UK subscription fees are not by subscription alone, but by the amount you choose to contribute your hard-earned money to the Foundation. Please follow the link below to submit your details for an interview.

For further information, click here.

Japan Foundation Funding

For full details of all our funding programmes, click here.

What’s On

Japan Foundation Events in the UK

A selection of events in the UK organized by the Japan Foundation.

What’s On